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GENERALIZED CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION OVER THE 
CLP SCHEME 
THIERRY LE PROVOST AND MARK WALLACE 
D Constraint logic programming is often described as logic programming 
with unification replaced by constraint solving over a computation domain. 
There is another, very different, CLP paradigm based on constraint satis- 
faction, where program-defined goals can be treated as constraints and 
handled using propagation. This paper proposes a generalization of propa- 
gation that enables it to be applied on arbitrary computation domains 
revealing that the two paradigms of CLP are orthogonal and can be freely 
combined. The main idea behind generalized propagation is to use what- 
ever constraints are available over the computation domain to express 
restrictions on problem variables. Generalized propagation on a goal G 
requires that the system extracts a constraint approximating all the an- 
swers to G. This paper introduces a generic algorithm for generalized 
propagation called topological branch and bound, which avoids enumerat- 
ing all the answers to G. Generalized propagation over the Herbrand 
universe has been implemented in a system called Propia, and we describe 
its behavior in some applications. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The CLP Scheme 
Constraint logic programming is often described as logic programming with unifi- 
cation replaced by constraint solving over a computation domain. This is captured 
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in a theoretical framework called the CLP scheme [16]. A CM(X) program 
comprises rules of the form 
h+q ,..., c,,,b, ,..., b,,,, 
where the ci are constraints over the domain X and the bj are (user-defined or 
built-in) logic programming goals. During computation when goals are unfolded 
using program clauses, the constraints in their bodies are collected and tested for 
consistency. In this paper we shall often refer to constraints in the UP(X) 
framework as basic constraints. One point to note is that the basic constraint 
predicates are built into the system, and cannot be defined by program clauses. A 
second point is that the consistency check covers all the basic constraints that have 
been collected during the computation (which distinguishes constraints from ordi- 
nary built-in predicates [231). This check must, in theory, be effective. 
1.2. CSP in Logic Programming 
There is another, very different, CLP paradigm that is based on constraint 
satisfaction techniques dating back to 1965 [9, 12, 271. In the constraint satisfaction 
problem (CSP) paradigm the constraints are problem-specific, and defined by sets 
of tuples. When CSP is embedded into logic programming, a constraint can be 
defined in the program as a set of facts, or even as a set of rules [37]. We shall 
often refer to constraints in the CSP framework as “propagation constraints”. 
For solving CSP problems in traditional logic programming systems, backtrack 
search is used. The aim is to perform relevant “tests” as soon as possible after 
instantiating a variable. Dynamic computation rules, such as freeze [4] and deluy 
125, 281 can be used to determine which goal to evaluate next. However, even such 
dynamic rules can only postpone evaluation until the propagation constraints are 
partially or fully instantiated. Evaluating partially instantiated propagation con- 
straints will generate values for variables, usually creating undesirable branches in 
the search tree. Waiting until the constraint is ground before evaluating is to use it 
as an a posteriori test. To summarize, logic programs can only use propagation 
constraints passively. Our motivation for constraints logic programming is to 
support the active use of constraints [ll]. This is provided by techniques developed 
for solving constraint satisfaction problems. 
It should be noted that constraint solving over a computation domain, as 
described in section 1.1, is replaced in this paradigm by constraint propagation over 
value domains [9, 13, 21, 271. Informally constraint propagation operates by looking 
ahead at yet unsolved goals to see what locally consistent valuations there remain 
for individual problem variables. In the CSP framework there is no guarantee that, 
after a complete propagation sequence, the propagation constraints are globally 
consistent, by contrast with constraint solving for basic constraints in the CLP 
scheme. However, such propagation techniques can have a dramatic effect in 
cutting down the size of the search space. Evidence of the practical effectiveness of 
constraints propagation in logic programming is given in [61. 
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1.3. Restrictions on Propagation in Logic Programming 
One prerequisite for applying CSP techniques is that problem variables should 
have an associated domain of possible values. Traditionally [13, 211 this is a finite 
domain, though more recently continuous intervals have been studied [51. Up to 
now, constraint logic programming systems based on the CSP paradigm (e.g., CHIP 
[7]) have only been defined for finite domain variables. For each problem variable a 
finite domain declaration is required. Each such variable can only take a finite 
number of values, and looking ahead is a way of deterministically ruling out certain 
locally inconsistent values and thus reducing the domains. 
This restriction has prevented the application of propagation to new computa- 
tion domains introduced by the CLP scheme and related approaches. In addition 
propagation as currently defined only exploits a fraction of the power of its native 
universe of discourse. For instance, it cannot reason on compound terms, thereby 
enforcing an unnatural and potentially inefficient encoding of structured data as 
collections of constants. 
This has meant that the two approaches to integrating constraints into logic 
programming, as basic constraints and as propagation constraints, have had to 
remain quite separate. Even in the CHIP system [7], which utilizes both types of 
integration, propagation is excluded from those parts of the programs involving 
new computation domains, such as Boolean algebra or linear rational arithmetic. 
In this paper we alleviate two restrictions. First, we lift the restriction to finite 
domains, for propagation in logic programming. Second, we lift the restriction that 
domains are needed for propagation at all. In this second sense, generalized 
propagation makes a contribution not just to the field of CLP, but also to the 
general field of constraint satisfaction. 
1.4. Generalized Propagation 
This paper proposes a generalization of propagation that enables it to be applied 
on arbitrary computation domains. Generalized propagation can be applied in 
CLP(X) programs, whatever the domain X. We shall call GP(X) the system 
applying generalized propagation in CM(X). Finite domain propagation in logic 
programming is just GPVD). 
The basic concepts, theoretical foundations, and abstract operational semantics 
of GP(X) can be defined independently of the computation domain, X. This 
allows programmers to reason about the efficiency of GP(X) in an intuitive and 
uniform way. This generality carries over to the implementation, where algorithms 
for executing generalized propagation apply across a large range of basic constraint 
theories. Last but not least, the declarative semantics of CM(X) programs is 
preserved in GP(X). 
The main idea behind GP(X) is to use whatever constraints are available over 
the computation domain X to express restrictions on problem variables. (Associat- 
ing finite domains with variables is one specific application of this concept.) Goals 
designated as propagation constraints are repeatedly approximated as closely as 
possible using these constraints. When no further refinement of the current 
resolvent’s approximation is feasible, a resolution step is performed and propaga- 
tion starts again. 
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Consider a toy example. The query to be answered is + and(X, Y, Z), equ(X, 
Y) against the program 
and(true, true, true) +- 
and(true, false, fuZse) + 
and( false, true, false> +- 
and( false, false, false) +- 
eqv(true, true) + 
eq.4 false, false) + . 
To use finite domain propagation we declare that X, Y, and 2 can each take two 
possible values {true, false}. This is their finite domain. Now propagation on each 
atomic goal in the query could be used to attempt to reduce the possible values for 
each variable (by eliminating impossible ones). Propagation on and( X, Y, 2) yields 
no domain reductions, however, because, for each variable, every domain value 
appears in some clause for and. Propagation on eqv(X, Y) does not produce any 
domain reductions either. 
However, generalized propagation can be more successfully applied. We shall 
assume, for this example, that the domain of computation is just the usual one of 
Prolog (so there is no built-in Boolean constraint solver). The constraints built into 
the system are just equations, treated as usual by unification. Generalized propaga- 
tion over this domain of computation [which we call GP(HU)] can extract from 
propagation only equations between terms. 
Propagation on and(X, Y, 2) does not, initially, produce any equations, but 
propagation on eqv(X, Y) does produce the equation X= Y. This information is 
extracted because it holds for both answers X = true A Y = true and X = false A Y 
= false to the subquery * eqv(X, Y). Now propagation is retried on and(X, X, Z) 
[which is and(X, Y, Z) in the environment X = Y]. This time an equation can be 
extracted, X = Z, which holds of both answers to the subquery. Thus propagation 
on both atoms in the original query yields the equations X = Y A X = Z, which are 
guaranteed to hold for all answers to the query. Notice that the information thus 
extracted could not be expressed using variable domains. 
The practical relevance of generalized propagation has been tested by imple- 
menting it in the underlying constraint theory of first-order terms with syntactic 
equality [3], which is GP(HU). Programs are just sets of Prolog rules with 
annotations identifying the goals to be used for propagation. The language has 
enabled us to write programs that are simple, yet efficient, without the need to 
resort to constructs without a clear declarative semantics such as demons. Applica- 
tions tackled include a set of propositional satisfiability problems collected as a 
benchmark for theorem provers [26], temporal reasoning, and disjunctive schedul- 
ing problems. The performance results have been very encouraging. 
In the next section we shall describe finite domain propagation in logic program- 
ming and introduce generalized propagation with an example. Then in Section 3 we 
shall specify generalized propagation, discussing its logical and operational seman- 
tics and introducing a generic algorithm for its implementation over arbitrary 
computation domains. In Section 4 we shall describe an implementation of general- 
ized propagation called Propia. In Section 5 we shall compare generalized propaga- 
tion with some related approaches, and we shall conclude in Section 6. 
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2. CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION 
In this section we briefly review the motivation of finite domain propagation in 
logic programming and describe its behavior with some examples. Then we shall 
introduce generalized propagation in logic programming. 
2.1. Propagation in Constraint Logic Programming 
The idea behind local propagation methods for CSPs is to work on each propaga- 
tion constraint independently and deterministically to extract information about 
locally consistent assignments. This has lead to various consistency algorithms for 
networks of constraints, the most widely applicable of these being arc consistency 
[27, 331. Consistency can be applied as a preliminary to the search steps or 
interleaved with them [13]. The application of these techniques in logic program- 
ming can be related back to the enforcement of link consistency in connection 
graphs [17]. Finite domain propagation in logic programming was accomplished 
through two complementary extensions [37, 391: 
l Explicit finite domains of values to allow the expression of range restrictions; 
together with the corresponding extension of unification (FD resolution) 
l New inference rules, based on looking ahead at “future” computations, to 
reduce finite domains in a deterministic way 
The effect of looking ahead on a goal is to reduce the domains associated with 
the variables in the goal, so that the resulting domains approximate as closely as 
possible the set of remaining solutions. Application of these inference rules is 
repeated on all propagation constraint goals until no more domain reductions are 
possible, forming a propagation sequence. Propagation constraint goals that are 
satisfied by any combination of values in the domains of their arguments can now 
be dropped. 
One algorithm for implementing lookahead is to enumerate all combinations of 
values for the constraint arguments and check each combination by calling the goal 
instantiated with these values. The reduced domains are then formed by projecting 
successful combinations onto each argument. CHIP in addition implements a 
variety of predefined constraint predicates, which efficiently perform domain re- 
duction by specialized algorithms. (The drawback of such dedicated algorithms is 
that they cannot be applied to program-defined predicates.) An example problem 
encoded in a CHIP-like syntax follows: 
csp(X1, x2, x3, X4) + 
(Xi, X,, X,, X,1 :: Ia, b, cl, 
constraint p(X3, Xl), [ll 
constraint p(X2, X31, El 
constraint p(X2, X4), [31 
constraint p(X3, X4) [41 
pb, 6) + 
p(a, c) + 
p(b, cl + . 
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The constraint annotations identify goals that must be treated by the new inference 
rule. Annotations can be ignored for a declarative reading. 
For our example problem, the initial propagation sequence is sufficient to 
produce the only solution. A possible computation sequence is as follows (though 
the ordering is immaterial for the final result): 
Goal 
constraint p(X3, Xl) 
constraint &X2, X3 :: {a, b}) 
constraint p( a, X4) 
constraint p(b, X4 :: {b, c)) 
constraint p(b, Xl :: (b, c}) 
constraint p(a, b) 
constraint p( u, c) 
constraint p(b, c) 
Result of Propagation 
[ll produces X3 :: {a, b), Xl :: {b, c} 
[21 produces X2 = a, X3 = b 
[31 produces X4 :: {b, c} 
[41 produces X4 = c 
[ll produces Xl = c 
[2] succeeds 
[31 succeeds 
[41 succeeds 
Note that the propagation constraint [ll takes part in two propagation steps before 
it is solved. In general, constraints may be involved in any number (>O) of 
propagation steps. 
This example is deliberately very simple. Normally an answer is not obtained by 
propagation alone. For example, if we add the fact p(c, a> + to the foregoing 
program definition of p, then propagation produces no domain reductions at first. 
If a propagation sequence terminates without producing an answer, then variables 
are instantiated nondeterministically to values in their domains: This can be 
achieved by an explicit “labeling” routine (as in CHIP) or by an implicit labelling 
performed automatically by the system. 
2.2. A Motivating Example of Generalized Propagation 
We briefly motivate generalized propagation with a simple example. The problem 
we consider is that of compiling crosswords from an empty grid and a lexicon of 
available words (see Figure 1). The problem an be expressed as a logic program by 
recording the lexicon as a set of facts and the grid as a rule. Thus, 
w3(u, c, t) + 
w3(u, r, t) + 
w4(u, b, 1, e) + 
w4(b, a, k, e) + 
grLf([Al, A2,. . . , Zn]) +- 
w5( Al, A2, A3, A4, A$ 
w4(A3, B3, C3, D3), 
w3( A5, B5, C5), 
. . . 
With this encoding, the search space for the query + grid([Al, . . . , Znl) for any 
nontrivial crossword is, unfortunately, too large for any hope of obtaining a 
solution without further guidance. 
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FIGURE 1. Part of a crossword grid that shows 
three blank words. 
The problem suggests itself for finite domain propagation, where a domain of {a, 
b , . . . , z} can be associated with each variable, and each word in the grid is used as 
a propagation constraint. Unfortunately, finite domain propagation still does not 
enable the program to yield a solution within any reasonable elapsed time. One 
reason for this inefficiency is that too much time is spent removing letters from the 
domains of the different variables without a compensating improvement in the 
search behavior. For example the removal of rare letters such as x from the 
domains of the variables provides little useful “pruning” of the search space. 
Nevertheless, finite domain propagation in logic programming has been applied 
to the problem of crossword compilation [37]. A successful CLP program was 
written in which a domain variable was associated with each blank word in the 
crossword whose domain was the set of words in the lexicon that could fit there. 
The correct choice of words was enforced by constraints on their intersections. The 
finite domains associated with the variables had around 30 possible words. In fact, 
the total lexicon only had around 150 words. The two drawbacks of this solution 
were that the representation of the problem was unnatural and it only worked for 
small lexicons. 
The problem was tackled using GP(HU). Syntactically the only change neces- 
sary to the preceding program was to annotate each blank word as a propagation 
constraint. Thus, 
grid([Al, A2,. . . , Zn]) + 
constraint w5(Al, A2, A3, A4, A5), 
constraint w4(A3, B3, C3,03), 
constraint w3( A5, B5, CS), 
. . . 
Instead of propagating domain reductions, the system propagates equalities. Thus 
the information that is produced is positive information, which helps the search 
converge on a solution, rather than negative information that prunes impossible, . 
but often irrelevant, branches. Most importantly, if the lexicon grows, the quality of 
information produced remains good. For larger domains, by contrast, the value of 
negative information is reduced. (We are reminded of the paradox that says that a 
black raven is, logically, evidence that all cows are purple, because it provides 
negative evidence of the fact that all nonpurple objects are not cows!) 
Not only does the GP(HU) program allow the original problem,- with a lexicon 
of 150 words, to be solved, it enables the problem to be scaled up to realistic 
proportions. Using generalized propagation, this program compiles crosswords 
from a lexicon of 25,000 words. A more detailed discussion of this application 
follows in Section 4.1. 
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2.3. Granularity of Propagation Constraints 
A nice property of constraint logic programming is the fine level of control it offers 
over problem solving. A propagation constraint goal can be defined by rules and, 
therefore, can be arbitrarily complex. As an example consider the following small 
crossword grid (see, also, Figure 2) that can be encoded as a single clause, using 
propagation, as before, on each blank word: 
grid2([Al,A2,...,G7])+ 
constraint w3(Al, A2, A3), 
constraint w7(Bl,B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7), 
constraint w2(Cl, C2), 
constraint w3(Al, Bl,Cl), 
constraint w7(A2, B2,C2,02, E2, F2,G2), 
constraint w2( A3, B3), 
constraint w3( A5, A6, A7), 
. . . 
Such an encoding performs propagation at a very fine level of granularity, enforc- 
ing very local consistency. However, a coarser granularity of propagation suggests 
itself for such a problem: We should check, for each corner of the crossword and 
the center, what constraints it imposes on the words that cross the boundaries. The 
problem can be expressed naturally as five subproblems, with propagation per- 
formed on each: 
grid2([ Al, A2,. . . , G71) + 
constraint topleft([ Al, A2, A3, Bl, . . . , B7, Cl, C2,02,. . . , G21), 
constraint botlefr([Gl, G2,G3, Fl,. . . , F7, El, E2,02,. . . , A21), 
constraint centre([B4, C4,03,. . . ,D6, E4, F411, 
. . . 
Now the system will iterate over solutions to the subproblems and try to extract 
equations common to all these solutions. In case the subproblems themselves are 
hard, it is of course possible to perform propagation within the search for their 
subsolutions: 
topleft([Al,...,G2])+ 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
constraint w3( Al, A2, A3), 
constraint w7(Bl,. . . , B7), 
. . . 
FIGURE 2. A blank crossword grid with four dif- 
ficult comers. 
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Clearly it brings nothing to define the whole problem as a single propagation 
constraint. However, the facility to combine clusters of constraints into a single 
larger constraint means that propagation can be used to enforce consistency just as 
local or global as necessary for the problem at hand. The only practical necessity is 
to treat efficiently constraints involving a number of variables. Generalized propa- 
gation provides a framework where local and global propagation are practical 
alternatives. 
3. A SPECIFICATION OF GP(X) 
3.1. Definitions 
The language syntax and semantics used in this paper are based on first order logic. 
Atomic formulae are built from variables, predicate symbols, function symbols, and 
constant symbols. If Q is any open formula, then 34, and V@ denote, respectively, 
the existential and universal closure of CD as usual. We also introduce the following 
syntax: If I,!J is an unquantified formula, then El,, @ is the existential quantification 
over all those variables in @ that do not occur in I/J. For example, 3,,(x,z,.X 2 Y 
A Y r 2 is the formula 3Y.(X 2 Y A Y r 2). This syntax is useful for expressing 
answers to queries. For example, if +-p(X, Z) were a query, then the preceding 
example could denote an answer. 
The predicate symbols are divided into interpreted predicates and uninterpreted 
predicates. The function and constant symbols are divided similarly. For a given 
computation domain X, the interpreted symbols have a predefined interpretation, 
independent of the programs in which they appear. The = predicate symbol is 
always an interpreted predicate, interpreted as equality in the underlying domain. 
Two further predicates that are always interpreted are true and false. Some 
examples of interpreted function symbols are + and - over numerical domains 
such as the integers. By contrast, the semantics of the uninterpreted predicates is 
dictated by the program. Uninterpreted functions and constants have the free 
interpretation in the underlying domain. An atom containing only interpreted 
predicates, functions, and constants is termed an interpreted constraint. An atom 
containing only uninterpreted predicates, functions, and constants is termed a user 
atom. An atom cannot contain both interpreted and uninterpreted symbols.’ 
We admit an additional syntax for atoms constraint A, where A is a user atom. 
This syntax yields another kind of constraints called propagation constraints. 
Unlike interpreted constraints, propagation constraints have uninterpreted predi- 
cates whose semantics are dictated by the program. 
We now further distinguish two classes of interpreted constraints. These are the 
basic constraints and approximation constraints. The conjunction of a set of basic 
or approximation constraints is also termed a basic or approximation constraint, 
respectively. Constraints of the form I/= C, where V is a variable and C is a 
constant, are always classed as basic constraints. Similarly true and false are basic 
constraints. Their interpretation in any computation domain is obvious. 
Approximation constraints “approximate” basic constraints in the sense that for 
any approximation constraint AC, there are basic constraints C such that XI= (C 
’ In practice one can admit such atoms [e.g., ~(1 +X)1 and view them as abbreviations for a 
conjunction where the equalities are made explicit [e.g., p(Y) A Y = (1 +X)1. 
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-AC). An example of an approximation constraint is X :: (1, 2, 31, which states 
that either X = 1 or X= 2 or X = 3. It approximates each of the basic equality 
constraints X = 1, X= 2, and X = 3. Approximation constraints are a gener- 
alization of Davis’ labels [5]. The approximation constraints and the basic con- 
straints need not be disjoint: In other words, basic constraints could approximate 
themselves. 
A GZYX) program is a set of clauses of the form Head +-- Gael,, . . . , Goal,. The 
head Head is a user atom. The body Goal 1,. . . , Goal, is a set of atoms, which may 
include user atoms and constraints. A clause with an empty head + Goal,, . . . , Goal, 
is termed a query. The set of clauses whose heads have the same predicate p are 
termed the program definition of p, 
An example clause is 
profit(Company, PI +- 
constraint public(Company), 
income(Company, I>, 
expenditure(Company, E), 
P=Z-E. 
It has four atomic goals in its body, of which “constraint public(Company)” is a 
propagation constraint, “income(Company, Z)” and “expenditure(Company, E)” are 
user atoms, and “P = Z -E” is a basic constraint. 
3.2. Declarative and Operational Semantics for GP( X) 
A Framework for Evaluation in GP(X). The framework for evaluation in GP(X) is 
based on the constraint logic programming scheme of Jaffar and Lassez [15, 161, 
extended with the concept of propagation agents. An evaluation in GP(X) involves 
at any time a current goal, a current set of propagation agents, and a current 
constraint store. Thus the state of an evaluation is represented by a triple (Goal, 
Agents, Store > .
Declarative Semantics for GP(X). We base our semantics on that introduced for 
the CLP scheme in [El. The computation domain X provides an interpretation for 
the interpreted predicates, functions, and constants. The language L, of a CLP(X) 
program includes uninterpreted predicates, functions, and constants. An interpre- 
tation Z of L, is based on X if Z has the same underlying domain as X, and the 
same interpretation for the interpreted predicates, functions, and constants. We 
say an L, formula F, X-entails a formula F2, written F, kx F2, to mean that for 
every interpretation Z based on X, if Z k F,, then Z + F2. If an L, formula F is 
true in every interpretation based on X we write bx F. If a valuation 8 of the 
variables makes a formula F true in X, we write XF FB. 
Logically a propagation constraint constraint A is equivalent to the user atom A. 
In fact, we shall define for any GP(X) program P and query Q a CLP(X) 
program clp(P) and query clp(Q) that result by replacing all propagation con- 
straints “constraint A” by the user atom A. The declarative semantics for P and Q 
is, by definition, the declarative semantics for clp(P) and cZp(Q). Thus the 
declarative semantics for GP(X) programs and queries reduce to the semantics for 
CLP(X) programs and queries. 
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A clause Head +-- Goal,, . . . , Goal, with free variables X,, . . . , X, as usual de- 
notes the formula VX,, . . . , X,.(Head v 7 Goal, V a-* V 7 Goal,). The meaning of 
a program is given by the conjunction of its clauses. The denotation of a query 
+ Goal,,..., Goal, is the formula 7 Goal, v ... V 7 Goal,. A solution to a GP(X) 
query * G against a program P is a variable valuation 19 for which P X-entails 
G0. For the purpose of the formalization of soundness and completeness we use a 
more general definition of an solution under a constraint. 
Definition 1. For a given GP(X) program P, a solution to a query + G under a 
constraint S is an valuation 0 for which X E SB and P c=, GB. 
Operational Semantics for GP(X). We have chosen a transformational semantics 
for our constraint logic programming system following the approach of [30] and 
[W. 
GP(X) STATES. At any point on a GP(X) evaluation, the current state is 
formalized as a triple ({G,, . . . ,G,), {A,, . . . , A,}, {C,, . . .,C,)>. The current goal 
1G ,, . . . , G,) is a set of atoms, which may include user atoms and atomic constraints. 
The current set of propagation agents {A,, . . . , A,} is a set of user atoms. Finally 
the constraint store {C,, . . . ,C,) is a set of interpreted constraints, which may 
include both basic constraints and approximation constraints. 
A state (G, A, S> has a logical denotation, which we will often use in reasoning 
about soundness and completeness of the operational semantics. The logical 
denotation of an atomic goal and an atomic constraint has been discussed in the 
previous section. The propagation agent Ai has the same denotation as the user 
atom Ai. The denotation of a set of atomic goals, or agents, or constraints is their 
logical conjunction. In the following text we sometimes use the symbols G, A, and 
S to refer to sets, and sometimes to logical conjunctions, depending on the context. 
A derivation via a GP(X) program P can be formalized as a sequence of state 
transitions (Gl, Al, Sl) * (G2, A2, S2) e ... * (Gn, An, Sn), where the 
possible transitions depend on P. To avoid ambiguity we usually make the program 
explicit by referring to “P-derivations”, and later “P-refutations” and “P-computed 
answers”. A P-derivation starting with the state (Gl, Al, Sl) and ending in the 
state (Gn, An, Sn) is written (Gl, Al, Sl) - (Gn, An, Sn). 
A query + G is evaluated against a GP(X) program by initializing the goal to 
G,’ the empty constraint store and an empty set of propagation agents. Thus the 
initial state is (G, B, ld). In general, the goal G may contain both propagation 
constraints [such as “constraint public(company)” in the example in Section 3.11, 
basic constraints (such as “P = I - E”), and user atoms [such as “income(Company, 
ZY’]. 
There are two kinds of terminal state: success states and failure states. A failure 
state is a station in which the constraint store contains the atom false. As described 
in the following text, this atom is added whenever the constraints in the constraint 
store S become unsatisfiable (i.e., X k 7 3s). A success state is one that has an 
empty goal and an empty set of propagation agents and whose constraint store is 
consistent. Thus (0,8, S) is a success state whenever S does not contain false. A 
’ Strictly the goal is the set of atoms in the body of + G. 
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P-refutation is a P-derivation of the form (G, 0, Sl) +. (pl, pl, S2), whose final 
state is a success state. (In practice propagation agents may be present, as long as 
no propagation on the agents is performed.) 
STATE TRANSITIONS. From certain states several alternative transitions are possi- 
ble. Thus a GP(X) evaluation involves the search of a tree whose branches 
correspond to alternative GP(X) derivations. However, in this section we concern 
ourselves purely with the definition of individual state transitions. 
We shall use as an example the integers as a computation domain with basic 
constraints T1 = T2 and approximation constraints T3 2 T4 and T3 I T4. The terms 
T3 and T4 are restricted to constants or variables. Any pair of approximation 
constraints T, I Tb A Tb I T, will be abbreviated to T, I Tb s T,. Our example 
program will comprise two predicate definitions: 
pl(3,O) +- 
pl(l, 1) * 
p1(2,3) + 
p2(3,2) + 
p2(1,1> + 
@3,4) +- 
STATE TRANSITIONS INHERITED FROM CLP(X). As in CLP(X), a user atom 
p(tl,. . . , tm> is processed by selecting a clause p(u1,. . . , urn> + I&,. . . , B, from the 
program definition of p. (The variables in the clause are renamed so that they are 
different from the variables occurring in the current state.) The atom p(t1,. . . , tm) 
is then replaced in the goal by the set {ul = tl,. . . , urn = tm, B, . . . I?,}. If the 
program definition of p is empty, then the atom ~01,. . . , tm) is replaced in the 
goal by false. Otherwise, each clause in the definition of p defines an alternative 
transition. The transition can be expressed in the following form (based on 1301): 
(p(ul,..., urn) +-(Sl,..., Bn) EP 
{(Gu(p(tl,..., tm)}),A,S)*((GU{ul=tl,..., um=tm,Bl,..., Bn)),A,S) 
and 
73x1 ,..., Xn,B.(p(Xl,..., Xm) +B) EP 
((Gu {p(tl,..., tm)}),A,S) - ((Gu (faW),A,S) 
Against our example program, a possible transition is 
As in CLP(X), when a basic constraint is selected it is removed from the current 
goal and added to the constraint store using a variant of the tell operation. The tell 
adds constraints to the constraint store if they are consistent. The operation tell(C, 
S) checks the new interpreted constraint C for consistency with the current store 
S(Xb 3.(S A 01, and if consistency is established, the constraint store becomes 
S U C. If consistency is not established (X C= 7 3.(S A Cl), then the basic constraint 
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false is added to the constraint store. The resulting state is therefore a failure 
state: 
if XL 3.(S A C), 
otherwise. 
The transition is expressed as 
((Gu{C}),A,S)-,(G,A,tell(C,S)) 
A simple example is the transition 
To minimize the number of choice points in the evaluation tree in practical 
systems, the previous two transactions are combined with the test of the constraints 
in the body, yielding the single transition 
(p(u1,. . . ) urn) +-Body) E P 
Body = (cl,. . .,ck} u (Bl,.. ., Bn) 
X~3.(S~ul=tl~...r\um=fmr\clr\...r\ck) 
((~~{p(ti ,..., WZ)}),A,S)-((Gu(B~ ,..., h},~,(~u{~i=tl,..., ~m=tm,ci ,..., ck}) 
We will, however, use the individual transactions in the completeness proof in 
Section 3.3. 
NEW GP(X) STATE TRANSITIONS.. The difference from UP(X) lies in the 
handling of propagation constraints. When a propagation constraint constraintA, is 
selected, the atom Ai is added to the set of propagation agents. The transition is 
((Gu {constraint A,}),A,S) * (G,(A U {A,}),S). 
An example is 
({constraint pI(X,Y),p2(X,Y)},8,0) r--) ({p2(X,Y)},{pI(X,Y)},O). 
The propagation agents spontaneously and repeatedly cause further state transi- 
tions in which new approximation constraints are added, if consistent, to the 
constraint store. In Section 3.4, we shall formalize an operator pro&4j, So,,) that 
extracts from a constraint store Sold and a propagation agent Ai an approximation 
constraint. The extracted constraint is satisfied by all solutions to the propagation 
agent with the input constraint store in the following sense. For a GP(X) program 
P, if 8 is any solution to +Aj under store Sold, then Xt=prop(Ai, S,,,)$. 
It is the spontaneous production of new information, in the form of approxima- 
tion constraints, that we call generalized propagation. Generalized propagation can 
be seen as an example of the relaxed tell operation of [38] which is discussed in 
more detail in Section 5.2. 
For any state (G, A, S) in which A, is a propagation agent (Ai E A), there is a 
possible state transition corresponding to single propagation steps on an agent Ai 
in each subset Sold of the constraint store S. However, if prop(Ai, SO,,) is already 
implied by S, then no transition takes place (because the resulting state would 
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admit all the same transitions as the original state). Otherwise, the transition tells 
AC, to the constraint store S. The transition is 
Sold G S 
Ai EA 
XI= TV.@ +prop(Ai, SO,,)) 
(G,A,S) -, (G,A,tell(prop(Ai,Sold),S)). 
In our example program proP(pl(X, Y), 8) = (1 IX 5 3 A 0 2 Y I 3) = ACl. Thus 
there is a transition: 
In a sequential implementation, the constraint store Sold used for propagation is 
the current constraint store S (i.e., S = S,,,). Conversely, suppose the calculation 
of prop(Ai, S,,,) takes place in parallel with some state transitions. In this case, at 
the time prop(Ai, S,,,) is told back to the constraint store S, the store may include 
new constraints (i.e., no longer is S = S,,,). Hence the condition Sold C S. We shall 
give an example of this in Section 3.5. 
The final transition returns a propagation agent from the set of agents to the 
current goal. This transition enables the propagation constraints eventually to be 
unfolded like ordinary user atoms. The unfolding is necessary to ensure the 
soundness of GP(X) computed answers. The transition is 
(G,(AU {Ai}),S) c, ((GU{AiI),ApS)* 
An example is the transition 
GP(X) COMPUTED ANSWERS. We now define the computed answer returned by 
a P-refutation. 
Definition 2. For a program P, a P-computed answer, to a subquery + G with 
constraint store S, is 3,,S, where S is the final constraint store in any 
P-refutation (G, 8, S,) =. (8,8, S). 
Formally, no propagation agents can appear in either the initial or the final 
state. However, as noted in Section 3.2, propagation agents may be present as long 
as no propagation on the agents is performed. 
3.3. Soundness and Completeness 
Soundness of GP( X). First note that constraints are only added to the constraint 
store using our tell operator. This ensures that if the constraint store in any state is 
not consistent, it is false, the state is a failure state, and, by definition, no further 
transitions are possible. For soundness we require that all the computed answers 
represent correct solutions. 
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Definition 3. For a GP(X) program P, a computed answer Ans to a query + G 
with constraint store S, is sound if every valuation 8 such that X bAnso is a 
solution to +- G under constraint 3,,S,. 
The following lemma follows immediately: 
Lemma 1. For a GP( X) program P, a computed answer Arts to a query + G under 
constraint S, is sound if and only if X I= A.(Ans + 3,oSJ and P t=x V.( Ans + G). 
The result we shall prove is that for each P-derivation (G,, A,, S, > j (G,, A,, 
S,), the final state logically implies the initial state. 
Lemma 2. For any P-derivation (G,, A,, S,) * (G,, A,, S,), it is the case that 
P t=x V.(G, A A, A S,) + (G, A A, A S,>. 
PROOF. By examining each allowed transition in turn, it is clear that the result 
holds for P-derivations of length 1. Inductively the result follows for derivations of 
any finite length. q 
A particular case of this result is when the derivations are in fact complete 
refutations. In case + G, is a query, and 3 ,oiSi is a computed answer, there is a 
P-refutation (G,, B, S,) 3 (fl, 8, S,). B ecause S, 2 S,, the first requirement for 
soundness X k V.El,oiSi + 3,G1 0 S ) is satisfied. Because the P-refutation is sound 
by the Lemma 2, P kx V&S, + G,), which satisfies the second requirement for 
soundness. We have therefore established the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. For every GP(X) program P, every P-computed answer to any subquery 
+ G with any constraint store S, is sound. 
Completeness of GP(X). In this section we shall not only prove that every correct 
solution is found by some refutation, but we shall also show that completeness is 
retained even if the system commits to certain transitions without exploring any 
alternatives. In particular the order of selection of goals is immaterial, and the 
order, “timing,” and number of propagation steps makes no difference to the set of 
reachable success states. 
Our approach is based on that of Jaffar and Lassez [15], where the computation 
domain is a predefined structure. Later papers, after 1231, specify the domain as a 
theory and thus obtain a stronger completeness result. However, standard domains, 
such as the Herbrand domain, cannot be defined precisely enough for our needs by 
a theory, so we have returned to the earlier formalization. Our completeness 
requirement is expressed as follows (see [36]): 
Definition 4. Over the computation domain X, a set of computed answers R 
represents a set of solutions 0, if, for every solution 0 E 0, there is a computed 
answer r E R such that X k rtJ. 
Theorem 4. For any CLP(X) program P, the set of P-computed answers to any query 
+ G under with any constraint store S, represents the set of solutions to +- G under 
+%. 
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PROOF. For unconstrained queries, the proof is in [15], and sketched as part of the 
proof of Theorem 1 in [23]. The presence of constraints S, in the initial store only 
cuts off derivations that yield a computed answer inconsistent with S, (because in 
the CLP transitions defined previously only the tell operation is affected by the 
current constraint store). Solutions 8 that satisfy such computed answers do not 
satisfy S,, and, therefore, they are not solutions to + G under constraint 3,,S,. 
Consequently, the remaining computed answers indeed represent all the solutions 
to +- G under El,,&,. III 
As we pointed out in Section 3.2, because the logical denotation of construintAi 
is defined to be the denotation of Aj, the declarative semantics of the program P 
and goal G are precisely the declarative semantics of the CLP(X) program c&(P) 
and goal cl’(G), respectively. Consequently, the answers to + clP(G) against the 
program Q(P) are precisely the answers to + G against P. 
We now use the completeness of CLP(X) to prove that GP(X) is also 
complete. 
Theorem 5. For any GP(X) program P, the set of P-computed answers to any query 
+ G with constraint store S, represents the set of solutions to + G under 3,,S,. 
PROOF. For any GP(X) program P, if 0 is a solution to + G under constraint S,, 
then for the CLP(X) program clp(P), 8 is a solution to + clp(G) under S,. By 
completeness of CLP(X), the clp(P)-computed answers to + clp(G) represent all 
the solutions. However, every clp(P)-refutation of t c/p(G) can be mapped to a 
P-refutation of * G with the same computed answer by replacing user atoms with 
propagation constraints where appropriate and, wherever those user goals are 
selected in the CLP(X) refutation, adding two extra transitions that add the atom 
to the set of propagation agents and then return it to the user goal. Thus the 
P-computed answers to + G also represent all the solutions. 0 
This result is rather trivial. The more interesting question is what happens if the 
GP(X) evaluation commits to transitions involving propagation. We must first 
show that completeness is not lost if we only admit derivations in which propaga- 
tion constraints are unfolded last. We must second show that completeness is not 
lost if we only admit derivations in which propagation steps actually take place. We 
must accordingly show that, by postponing the return of propagation agents to the 
current goal for unfolding until it is empty, computed answers are not lost. We 
must then show that no computed answers are lost as a result of propagation. 
The first requirement can be met at once. By modifying the switching lemma of 
Lloyd [20] to admit constraints on any computation domain X, we conclude that 
the order in which goals are unfolded cannot change a CLP(X) refutation into a 
failed derivation. Moreover, the computed answer returned by the changed refuta- 
tion is logically equivalent to the original computed answer. The modified UP(X) 
refutation maps to a GP(X) refutation, where the propagation constraints are 
unfolded last. 
We now establish two theorems showing that the insertion of extra propagation 
steps into a GP(X) refutation cannot change its result. The first theorem states 
that the constraint store that includes approximation constraints added by propaga- 
tion steps remains logically equivalent to the unexpanded constraint store. The 
second theorem states that the number of propagation steps is guaranteed to be 
finite. We start by establishing three lemmas. 
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Lemma 6. At any transition in the refutation extended with propagation steps, the 
constraint store is S u AC, where S was the store at this transition in the original 
refutation and AC is the set of approximation constraints added by propagation steps. 
This lemma is easily proved by induction on the transitions in the refutation. 
Lemma 7. Zf the original P-refutation was (G, 0, 0) * (8, 0, S,,), then for each 
atom Ai that appears in any goal in any intermediate state in this P-refutation, 
P kx V.<Sfin + Ai). 
This lemma is a simple consequence of Lemma 2. (In particular it means that 
each propagation constraint is a logical consequence of the final store.) 
Lemma 8. Zf (G, 0, 0) = (0, 8, S .) is a successful GP(X) refutation without 
propagation steps, and if (Gl, 0, o”> * (G2, A, S) is a subderivation of it, and if 
(Gl, 8, $3) - (G2, A, (S U AC)) is the GP(X) subderivation that results from 
inserting a number of propagation steps into that, then X k 30 A AC). 
PROOF. Each approximation constraint prop(Ai, SO,,) added during the refutation 
satisfies X kprop(Ai, S,,,)B, for every solution 8 to Ai with store Sold G S. By 
Lemma 7, P kx V.<Sfin + Ai) and S,, 2 Sold; therefore, X F Sfin 0 implies that 8 is 
a solution to + Ai under Sold. Thus for every valuation 8 such that X t= S,, 8, also 
X t=prop(Ai, S,,,)O. We conclude that 
Because this holds for every approximation constraint prop(Ai, S,,,,) it also holds 
for AC, which is a conjunction of such approximation constraints. Also S c S,, and 
so x I= V.(Sfin + (S A AC)). The consistency of S U AC is now an immediate 
consequence of the consistency of Sfin. q 
This lemma shows that the additional approximation constraints cannot give rise 
to a failure state in the extended derivation. Thus the addition of a finite set of 
propagation steps to a successful refutation yields a new successful refutation. The 
final result says the resulting refutation yields the same computed answer up to 
logical equivalence. 
Theorem 9. If (G, 0, 0) * (I$@, SFn) is a GP(X) refutation without propagation 
and (G, 0, 0) * (8, pI, (Sfin u (AC,,..., AC,})) is a GP(X) refutation that 
differs from the first only by including a number of propagation steps, then 
X!= SFn 5 (Sfi, A A ;= 1 AC,). 
PROOF. Clearly F Sfin(Sfin A A f= 1 AC,). Taking S = S,, in the proof of Lemma 8, 
we obtain the reverse implication: X b S,, + (Sfin A A y=, AC,). 0 
If an infinite number of transitions were inserted into a refutation, the result 
would no longer be a refutation. In this way the completeness of GP(X) could be 
threatened if the evaluation “committed” to each propagation step. However, the 
second theorem states that there can never be an infinite number of propagation 
steps. 
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Theorem 10. If (G, 8, $3) - (0,8, S$,> is a successful GP(X) refutation without 
propagation steps, the number of propagation steps that could be added to produce 
extra transitions is finite. 
This is guaranteed by a condition on approximation constraints, introduced in 
the next section, that ensures that any infinite sequence of propagations would 
produce an inconsistent constraint store. In other words, an infinite sequence of 
propagations could indeed occur in derivations that would have failed anyway, but 
not by inserting propagations into a successful refutation. 
3.4. A Specification of Generalized Propagation 
Some Conditions on Approximation Constraints. The information extracted from a 
single propagation constraint is informally the best approximation to all its an- 
swers. To make this notion formal, we first introduce a partial ordering on 
interpreted constraints by logical implication; that is, if A implies B we write 
A L B. Thus, logically stronger constraints are below logically weaker constraints in 
our ordering. Notice that this is an ordering on the logical denotations of the 
formulae, not the formulae themselves; thus, all logically equivalent constraints are 
equal. Because approximation constraints are a subclass of the interpreted con- 
straints, this ordering defines a subordering on approximation constraints. 
We shall now impose a few conditions on the approximation constraints. 
l They should include true and false. 
l Over the domain X, every consistent strictly decreasing sequence of approxi- 
mation constraints whose free variables belong to a fixed finite set, should be 
finite. 
The first condition merely ensures that every set of interpreted constraints has 
at least one upper bound (true). The least upper bound can be used to approximate 
the sets of solutions to a propagation constraint. Moreover, every unsatisfiable 
propagation constraint can be revealed to be so (because they are approximated by 
false>. 
The second condition ensures that successful propagation sequences terminate. 
If AC,, AC,,... are the approximation constraints added by a sequence of 
propagation steps, then by our definition of a transition, no AC, is logically 
implied by A f:/ AC,. Because constraints are closed under conjunction, each such 
conjunction is itself an approximation constraint and the sequence of conjunctions 
is decreasing under our ordering. The second condition ensures that this sequence 
stabilizes if it is consistent. In fact, every countable set of approximation con- 
straints can be mapped to a decreasing sequence in the same way. Consequently, 
any such set is either inconsistent, in which case its greatest lower bound is false, 
or else it is consistent, in which case the sequence stabilizes and we have a greatest 
lower bound, which is itself an approximation constraint. 
Recall that the underlying domain is not necessarily defined by a theory. For 
example, the Herbrand domain of logic programming is defined by an algebra. 
Consequently the compactness theorem does not apply: There are indeed infinite 
sequences that are inconsistent with the Herbrand domain (e.g., 3Y.X =f(Y), 
3Y.X=f(f(Y)),...), f or which every finite subsequence is consistent. Similarly 
over the integers, X2 1, X2 2,... is an infinite sequence that is inconsistent, 
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though every finite subsequence is consistent. In fact, there is no consistent strictly 
decreasing infinite sequence Tli I T2i: i EZ or Tlj 2 T2j: j EJ, where the Tli, 
T2,, Tlj, and T2, are integers or variables from a fixed set of free variables. Thus 
the class of approximation constraints TI 5 T2 and T, 2 T2 over the integers does 
satisfy our conditions on approximation constraints, because also true = (1 2 1) and 
false = (1 2 2). 
Information Extracted by a Single Propagation Step. We are now in a position to 
specify precisely the result of a single propagation step on a constraint. 
Dejinition 5. For a GP(X) program P, the constraint prop(Ai, S,,,) extracted by a 
single propagation step on a propagation agent Ai with constraint store Sold is 
the smallest approximation constraint AC,, whose free variables are also free in 
Ai and which is satisfied by all the solutions to Ai under Sold. 
The intuition behind this definition is to extract as much information as possible 
from the propagation constraint without excluding any solutions. The restriction 
that the free variables in the approximation constraint are also free in the 
propagation agent is necessary to avoid potentially infinite approximation se- 
quences involving more and more variables. Notice that this definition depends 
only on the declarative semantics of the program and the agent. The result of 
propagation is independent of the precise program definition for the predicate of 
Ai. 
For example, consider the result of propagation on the constraint pl(X, Y) 
defined as before: 
pl(3, 0) + 
pl(l, 1) +- 
pm, 3) + 
with constraint store {Y r l}. Propagation of pl(X, Y) yields the tightest approxi- 
mation constraint that is implied by both X = 1 A Y = 1 and X = 2 A Y = 3. This is 
1 IX I 2 A 1 I Y I 3 AX I Y. This is a simple example showing the difference 
between approximation constraints and “labels” as described by Davis [5]. The last 
atom XI Y cannot be expressed by any label on individual variables. 
We now show that propagation on a given agent is monotonic in the sense that 
if there is more information in the constraint store, then more information will be 
extracted by propagation. 
Lemma 11. Let Ai be a propagation agent, and S, and S, be constraint stores. If 
Sl L S2 (i.e., Sl is more constrained than S2), then prop(Ai, S,) Eprop(Ai, S,). 
PROOF. The condition Sl 5 S2 implies that k S10 + S28 for any valuation 0. If 8 
is a solution to Ai under constraint S,, then P kx Ai6J and X K S,8. However, we 
immediately conclude that X k S, 8, and so 8 is also a solution to Ai under S,. 
Therefore, by definition, X kprop(Ai, A,)8. However, prop(Ai, S,> is the least 
approximation constraint satisfied by every solution 8 to Ai under S,, and we can 
conclude that prop(Ai, S,) Lprop(Ai, S,>. 0 
As an example of this property consider prop(pl(X, Y>, Y 2 0) and prop(pl(X, 
Y 1, Y 2 l>, where pl is defined as before. Y 2 1 is more restrictive than Y 2 0, so 
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(Y 2 1) c (Y 2 01, prop(pl(X, Y), Y 2 0) = (1 IX I 3 A 0 I Y I 3) =ACl and 
prop(pl(X, Y), Y~~)=(~IXI~A~IYI~AXIY)=AC~. Clearly the 
tighter constraint store excludes more solutions and allows a tighter approximation 
constraint to be extracted, and indeed AC2 cAC1. 
A propagation agent Ai is idle in a state (G, A, S) with Ai EA if no 
transitions are possible by propagation on Ai. This can be formalized as in 
Definition 6: 
Definition 6. A propagation agent Ai E A is idle in (G, A, S) if for all subsets 
So/d L S7 xK S +Pr”p(Ai7 So,,) 
The previous lemma says that Ai is idle in (G, A, S > if (and only if) 
x + S +J7ro&4i, S). 
Propagation Sequences. In this subsection we shall take an initial state (G, A, 
S,) and we shall consider what can result from a sequence of propagation steps, 
assuming no other transitions take place. Thus each state that we shall consider 
has the same goal G and the same set of propagation agents A. 
If every agent Ai EA is idle, then no further propagation steps can take place. 
In our framework a propagation sequence is a derivation (G, A, S, > * (G, A, 
SFn) comprising solely propagation steps and in whose final state all the propaga- 
tion agents are idle. In this section we shall show that for any initial state (G, A, 
S, > all propagation sequences yield, up to logical equivalence, the same final state 
(G, A, SFn). To this purpose we first define an operator fix that, for any given 
propagation agent Ai, maps constraint stores to constraint stores. @(Ai, S,) is the 
final store that results from propagation on Ai until it is idle. In fact it can be 
shown that Ai is idle in S,, r\prop(Ai, S,): 
Lemma 12. For any constraint store S, undpropugution agent Ai, ifs = (S, U prop( Ai, 
SO)), then X k S +prop(Ai, S>. 
PROOF. Let AC, =prop(Ai, S,). AC, is satisfied by every solution 0 to Ai under 
S,. Therefore, for every such 8, X F S,8 A ACi8. Thus 8 is also a solution to Ai 
under (S, A AC,) = S. However, as shown before, every solution to Ai under S is a 
solution to Ai under S, c S. Therefore, the result of propagation on Ai with S 
remains AC, c S. 0 
By monotonicity it then follows that no sequence of propagations on Ai can 
produce more information than prop(Ai, SJ. Thus we can define @(Ai, S,> very 
simply as S, Aprop(Ai, S,>. 
We can now establish three properties of the operator f;c for any given agent 
A,. 
Theorem 13. For any propagation agent Ai, @(Ai) is a monotonic, decreasing, and 
idempotent operator on constraint stores. 
Using these properties of Jir it is simple to show that for any propagation agents 
Ai and Aj, XbJiu(Ai, @(Ai, S,)) =fiu(Aj, @(Ai, SO)). Because every propaga- 
tion sequence is finite (as shown previously), we are sure to reach a state where all 
the constraints are idle. The foregoing result shows that sequences of propagations 
on each agent can be reordered at will without changing the final result. Moreover, 
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by monotonicity it follows that the same final result is still obtained, but the 
individual propagation steps on the different agents are interleaved. 
Theorem 14. For any given initial state (G, A, S>, every propagation sequence 
produces the same final state (G, A, S,, > up to logical equivalence. 
An example propagation sequence, using predicates pl and p2 defined as 
before is: 
prop(pl(X,Y),fl) =(l<X<3r\O<Y<3)=ACl. 
Moreover prop( p2(X, Y 1, AC11 = (1 IX I 3 A 1 I Y 5 2 A Y I XI = AC2 Finally 
prop(pl(X, Y), AC2) = (1 IX I 1 A 1 I Y I 1) = AC3. These propagations pro- 
duce the following propagation sequence: 
(8, Ipl(X, Y), p2(X, YK 8) c, 
(0, {pl(X, Y>, p2(X, Y>l, ACl) - 
<pl, tpl(X, Y), p&Y, YN, AC1 uAC2) - 
(fl, {pl(X, Y), p2(X, Y)}, AC1 uAC2 uAC3). 
It is interesting to follow different propagation sequences that lead to the same 
derivation 
(B,(Pl(X,Y),P2(X,Y)},O) 
- (13,{pl(x,Y),p2(x,Y)),{lIx~ 1,l IYI I}). 
3.5. Aspects of Programming GP(X) 
Unfolding Propagation Constraints. It was stated in Section 3.1 that logically a 
propagation agent Ai is equivalent to the user atom Ai. However, neither a single 
propagation step nor a whole propagation sequence is guaranteed to extract 
approximation constraints logically equivalent to A,. As much information is 
extracted as can be expressed using approximation constraints, but in general there 
may remain further information not expressible as approximation constraints. In 
particular, if a pair of goals is inconsistent, independent propagation will not 
necessarily reveal this. Over the integers, approximated as before by I and 2 , 
consider the propagation agent r(X, Y) defined by the facts 
41, 2) + 
d2, 3) +- 
r(3, 1) + . 
The information extracted in @(r( X, Y), 0) is that X and Y lie between 1 and 3. 
Now if r is defined as before and s is defined by the clauses 
s(1, 3) + 
s(3, 2) + 
s(2, 1) + 1 
then propagation on the two agents r(X, Y), and s(X, Y) will produce no more 
than 1 5 X 5 3, 1 I Y I 3 in the final constraint store. However, the result of the 
query + r(X, Y>, s(X, Y) is, of course, failure. 
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This example shows that for soundness of GP(X) it is necessary that evaluation 
should not terminate until the constraints in the constraint store imply the truth of 
the propagation agents. This is enforced in our operational semantics by defining a 
success state to be one in which the set of propagation agents is empty, so that the 
agents are guaranteed to be returned to the goals and unfolded. 
In traditional constraint propagation systems, the propagation is complemented 
by search routines that nondeterministically instantiate problem variables to values 
in their domains. This “labelling” enables further propagation to take place, and 
eventually ensures that the propagation constraints are satisfied. The use of 
propagation agents additionally as goals, treated by unfolding, has the effect of 
adding to the constraint store the appropriate basic constraints in the domain of 
computation to satisfy the propagation constraint. Thus it is an appropriate (and 
automatic) generalization of labelling in finite domains. In the crossword program, 
for example, the labelling is done solely by unfolding the propagation constraints 
each time that no further propagation is possible. Nevertheless, in general, the 
programmer is also free to write his/her own labelling procedures, and they will be 
treated before any unfolding of the propagation constraints is allowed to begin. 
Parallel Evaluation of Propagation Steps. Theorem 14 frees the user from all 
concerns about the scheduling of propagation steps. Propagation may be sequen- 
tial, in which case each propagation step uses the latest constraint store, or the 
extraction of information from propagation agents and constraint stores may be 
performed in parallel. For example, propagation on two agents pl(X, Y> and 
p2(X, Y) in the empty store performed sequentially (pl(X, Y), then p2(X, Y)), 
yields the following two transitions: 
(0, IplW, Y), p2(X, Y)l, 8) c, 
(8, {pl(X, Y>, p2(X, Y)), (1 IX< 3 A 0 I Y 5 3)) e 
(8, {pl(X, Y), p2(X, Y)), (1 2x5 3 A 1 I YI 2 A YlX>). 
However, if the calculation of prop(pl(X, Y), 0) and prop(p2(X, Y), 8) is 
performed in parallel, the following transitions might take place: 
(0, {pl(X, Y>, p2(X, Y)l, 8) ++ 
(8, {pl(X, Y), p2(X, Y)), (1 5 x I 3 A 0 I Y 53) * 
(0, {pl(X, Y), p2(X, Y)), 05x5 3 A 1 I YI 3)). 
The example shows that concurrent propagation may converge more slowly on the 
final fixpoint; however, it is ultimately guaranteed to converge to the same lixpoint 
as sequential propagation. 
If other transitions take place before all the agents are idle, the computed 
answers remain correct (as previously shown), but the search tree may be greater 
than necessary. (After the preceding two steps there remain two clauses for both 
pl and p2 that are consistent with the constraint store.) Notice that “concurrent 
propagation” can still be taking place even while unfolding transitions are made. 
3.6. Termination in GP(X) 
Termination of the search for answers to a propagation constraint is not guaran- 
teed. Nontermination due to unfolding is inherited from CLP(X): In practice the 
programmer is responsible for ensuring that unfolding should terminate. Just as 
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any user goal in UP(X), a propagation constraint in GP(X) can only be 
evaluated after the clause in whose body it appears has been unfolded. In this 
sense GE’(X) is no different from UP(X). 
There are two differences. First, all answers to a propagation constraint are 
generally required instead of just one as in UP(X). Of course backtracking will 
generally imply that many answers to a goal must be found in CLFYX) as well. The 
theoretical problem remains that in CLP(X) every answer lies at the end of a 
terminating success branch, whilst the requirement during propagation for all 
answers to a propagation constraint implies that any infinite branch in the search 
tree can cause nontermination of a propagation step.3 Second, a propagation 
constraint may be evaluated and reevaluated many times in GP(X). Luckily this 
does not alter the termination behavior of the program. The reason is that on later 
evaluations the constraint store is logically at least as strong as before. Conse- 
quently the later evaluations may benefit from extra pruning of some branches, but 
no new infinite branches can arise. 
Implementations like ours that postpone unfolding until all propagation agents 
are idle may therefore sacrifice completeness waiting for a propagation step to 
terminate. However, our framework admits propagation taking place in parallel 
with unfolding, and in this case completeness is preserved at the risk of certain 
branches in the search tree being “cub off’ later than necessary. 
3.7. Topological Branch and Bound 
We use the name “topological branch and bound” as a description of 
technique for extracting approximation constraints from a propagation agent. 
our 
The 
technique is based on a form of branch and bound search through the answers to 
the propagation agent, where the bound is just a lower bound in our ordering on 
approximation constraints. 
Evaluating Propagation Constraints. Conceptually, the calculation of the informa- 
tion prop(Ai, S) extracted in a propagation step requires: 
l Finding all the computed answers to the goal Ai with store S. 
l Finding the smallest approximation constraint that is an upper bound for the 
set of computed answers 
Lemma 1.5. An approximation constraint AC, is an upper bound on the set of 
computed answer to a query 6 G with constraint store S if and only if AC, is 
satisfied by all solutions + G under S. 
PROOF. If AC, is satisfied by all solutions to c- G under S, then by soundness it is 
an upper bound on the computed answers. If AC, is not satisfied by some solution 
0, then by completeness there is a computed answer Ans such that Xt=Anse and 
it is not the case that Ans L AC,. Therefore, AC, is not an upper bound on the 
computed answers. q 
3 But it frequently does not, as we show in Section 3.7. 
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Using this result, when calculating pro&t,, S), the system can use the set of 
computed answers to Ai with S. Notice, though, that computed answers are 
defined only for states in which the set of propagation agents is empty. As noted in 
Section 3.2, we can allow propagations to be present as long as they are not used to 
perform propagation steps. Therefore, when computing answers to a propagation 
agent, the remaining propagation agents are temporarily “suspended.” 
An Example. To illustrate the topological branch and bound algorithm we shall 
use as computation domain the Herbrand universe. The basic constraints are 
equations Tl = T2, and we shall also use equations as approximation constraints. 
As an example, using equations as approximation constraints, the best approxima- 
tionforthetwoanswers X=aAY=aand X=b/\Y=bis X=Y. 
We now describe the calculation of prop(t(X, Y, Z), X = a), using the program 
definition 
t(b, c, d) + 
t(a, b, b) + 
t(a, c, c) + 
da, W, WI + E(W) 
da, b, cl + 
da, c, d) + . 
We assume the predicate tt also has a program definition, but we will not need it to 
perform propagation on t(X, Y, Z)! The initial approximation constraint AC, is 
set to false. After each answer Ans to the goal + t(X, Y, Z) is retrieved it is first 
checked for consistency with the constraint store X = a. If Ans AX = a is unsatis- 
fiable, then the answer is thrown away. The first answer is X = b A Y = c A Z = d. 
This is indeed inconsistent with X = a and the answer is thrown away. If no 
consistent answers are found, then constraint propagation has detected an incon- 
sistency, and the propagation sequence terminates, producing the approximation 
constraint false. In our example, however, there are further answers that are 
consistent with X = a. 
When a consistent answer Ansi is found, it is added to the current best 
approximation and the pair {AC,, Ai) is approximated, yielding a new approxima- 
tion constraint AC,, 1. The next consistent answer to t(X, Y) is X = a A Y = b A Z 
= b, and this is also the next approximation. Call it AC,. The following (consistent) 
answer to t(X, Y) is X = a A Y = c A Z = c. The best approximation to X = a A Y 
=bAZ=b and X=aAY=cAZ=c is X=aAY=Z. Callit AC, 
During the search for an answer, basic constraints are added to a local 
constraint store LS. If at any stage LS,, 1 +AC,, then the local search is aban- 
doned. Search for new answers continues by choosing other clauses to unfold. 
After unfolding the next clause, the local constraint store LS, contains (X = a, 
Y = W, Z = w}. Although the refutation is not yet complete and, in fact, there may 
be no consistent answers to tt(W>, X k V.(LS, -+AC2). Consequently it is unnec- 
essary to search further: Any answer Ans obtained via this clause will be logically 
tighter than the current approximation AC, and, therefore, AC, will remain the 
tightest approximation to AC, and Am. 
Propagation terminates as soon as the approximation constraint AC, is implied 
by the constraint store, X = a + AC,. In this case no new information could be 
extracted, and so prop(t(X, Y, Z), X = a) = true. The next clause is t(a, b, c>, and 
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yields answer X = a A Y = b A Z = c. The best approximation to this answer and 
X = a A Y = 2 is simply X = a. Call it AC,. This is no stronger than the original 
constraint store and, therefore, no new information has been extracted by propaga- 
tion on t(X, Y, Z). Although there are further clauses defining t, there is no need 
to search further, and the calculation of prop(t(X, Y, Z), X= a) terminates, 
producing the approximation constraint true. Otherwise propagation terminates 
when there are no further alternative clauses to unfold. Then the current approxi- 
mation constraint is added to the constraint store. Thus prop(t(X, Y, Z), X = 6) 
produces X=bAY=cAZ=d. 
Decision Procedures. Thus for GP(X) three decision procedures are required: 
l For checking consistency, the system must support an effective decision 
procedure for interpreted constraints over X [the same procedure is required 
for UP(X)]. This requires a decision procedure to establish a proof of 
X k V.( A := 1 Ci *false), where the Ci are atomic interpreted constraints. 
l For extracting approximations, the system must additionally support an 
effective procedure for producing the smallest approximation constraint that 
is an upper bound for an answer and a current approximation. The approxi- 
mation AC for an agent Ai must satisfy X t= V.(3,,, A r= 1 Cj) + AC, where 
the Ci are interpreted constraints. 
l In Section 3.2 another effective decision procedure was mentioned, to 
determine if an approximation constraint is a logical consequence of the 
current store. This is needed again here to test if the current approximation 
constraint AC is already implied by the local constraint store collected on a 
certain branch of the search tree. The formula to be proved is Xb 
V.( A r= 1 Ci + AC), where the Ci are interpreted constraints. 
Interleaving Answering and Approximation. In practice the evaluation of propaga- 
tion constraints interleaves the finding of individual answers and their generaliza- 
tion. To make this possible we assume that our procedure for extracting approxi- 
mations can return the smallest approximation constraint that is an upper bound 
for an answer and an approximation constraint. We now prove that to approximate 
a finite set of computed answers, it is possible perform the approximations 
pairwise. 
Lemma 16. If A2 is the best approximation of {Dl, D2} and A3 is the best 
approximation of (A2, D3}, then A3 is the best approximation of {Dl, 02, 031. 
PROOF. Call AC the best approximation for Dl, 02, and 03. Clearly A3 approxi- 
mates Dl and 02 and 03; therefore, AC I A3. Moreover, AC approximates Dl 
and 02, so A2 I AC. Consequently AC approximates A2 and 03, so A3 <AC. 
Therefore, AC =A3. 17 
This lemma generalizes to finite sets of answers by induction. Recall that in 
calculating prop(t(X, Y, Z), X = a) we used pairwise approximations to extract 
X = a as the best approximation for the three answers X = a A Y = b A Z = 6, 
X=aAY=cAZ=c,andX=aAY=bAZ=c. 
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Cutting All Remaining Branches. We now describe two optimizations that fit 
naturally into the evaluation of propagation constraints. Both optimizations depend 
upon the interleaving of answering and approximation. At any point in the 
evaluation of a propagation constraint the system has available: 
l The constraint store S. 
l The current approximation constraint AC, which is the smallest approxima- 
tion constraint that is an upper bound for the answers found so far. 
The current approximation constraint can be used just like the current best cost in 
a branch and bound search. However, it can also be used in a way not available in 
branch and bound: to prune off all the remaining branches of the search tree. 
Using the procedure that decides if an approximation constraint is implied by the 
constraint store S, it is possible to prune the evaluation of a propagation constraint 
by interleaving the finding of answers and generating new approximation con- 
straints AC and terminating the computation as soon as X k S -+ AC. 
Recall that we used the interleaving to extract the intermediate approximation 
AC, =X = a for prop(t(X, Y, 21, X = a). At this point, the current best approxi- 
mation was already as strong as the original constraint store X = a and, therefore, 
the search for further answers stopped. This optimization is very important for 
propagation constraints defined by large numbers of clauses. For such constraints, 
it is often easy to find a few solutions, but very expensive to find them all. Its 
significance is illustrated by the crossword compilation application described in 
Section 4.1. 
Cutting off the Current Branch. When exploring a single branch, the system 
collects locally a set of basic constraints extracted during the unfolding of clauses. 
The conjunction of all the basic constraints extracted along a branch goes to make 
up a single answer to the propagation constraint. If this answer is logically stronger 
than the current approximation constraint (which approximates all the answers 
found so far), then it cannot affect the final result. Branch and bound search 
benefits from the observation that there is no need to explore to the end and a 
branch that is already more expensive than the current best branch. In evaluating a 
propagation constraint the same observation applies: there is no need to explore 
further if the local constraints gathered on a branch are already logically stronger 
than the current approximation constraint. 
The required decision procedure is the same as that for determining if a 
propagation agent is idle. We need to determine if the current approximation 
constraint is implied by a set of interpreted constraints. Recall that in evaluating 
prop(t(X, Y, Z), X = a), the current best approximation AC,, at the time when the 
clause t(a, W, W) + tt(W> was unfolded, was X = a A Y = Z. After unfolding the 
clause the local constraint store LS contained X = a A Y = WA Z = W. Because 
X b V.LS -+ AC,, any further answer Ans along this branch was bound to satisfy 
Ans + LS + AC,. Consequently, AC, was also the best approximation for AC, 
and Ans for each such Ans. Because pairwise approximation is equivalent to 
approximating all the answers at once, AC, was guaranteed to remain the next 
best approximation after adding all the answers (whether there are any or not!) 
using this clause. This optimization proves to be very valuable for propagation 
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constraints defined by recursive clauses. This will be illustrated using the member 
predicate in Section 4.2. 
4. SOME INSTANCES OF GP(X) 
Two implementations of generalized propagation over the Herbrand universe have 
been completed. One implementation is in the Elipsys system [8,40], which runs on 
a parallel machine. Using finite domains as the approximation language, it has 
achieved good speedups on disjunctive scheduling programs 1181 and for temporal 
reasoning [19]. In the paper we describe the other implementation that is embed- 
ded in a sequential Prolog compiler system. It is an implementation of generalized 
propagation over the Herbrand universe GPCHU), and it is called Propiu. Propia 
extracts information about equalities from propagation constraints and it offers a 
number of approximation languages, some of which will be described. Propia is 
implemented in Sepia [25] with the help of some special added built-ins. 
An important requirement for the efficient implementation of generalized 
propagation is a sophisticated coroutining facility. Sepia has a special built-in delay 
condition that enables a delayed goal to be awakened as soon as any of its variables 
are “touched” during unification: This includes the unification of two variables in 
the clause as well as further instantiation. The delayed clause can then be 
redelayed again on the same condition. Such a facility provides the ideal support 
for propagation agents that need be checked if and only if any of their variables are 
“touched” in this way. 
During the calculation of a single propagation step it is necessary to suspend 
other propagation agents and to collect new constraints into a local constraint 
store. Both these requirements are satisfied in Propia by simply renaming the 
variables in the propagation agent Ai to new variables in a copy AA, of the agent. 
Thus no agents are awakened when AA, is evaluated, and local answers are 
expressed as bindings on the new variables in AA,. 
Of special interest is the implementation of the topological branch and bound. 
If the propagation constraint is p(X, Y, Z>, the current best approximation is held 
as a term. Thus the approximation X = a A Y = Z is held as the term p(a, WO, 
WO) (where WO is a new variable). Similarly, answers are represented by terms. 
Thus, for example, p(a, b, cl might represent an answer to the goal +p(X, Y, Z). 
After retrieving an answer, the new approximation is obtained by antiunifying the 
answer with the previous approximation. The result of antiunifying p(a, b, c) with 
p(u, WO, WO>, for example is p(u, Wl, W2). 
Another built-in predicate is used to prune the search as soon as the answer is 
more constrained than the current best approximation. This built-in checks for 
inequality between two terms. Specifically, it proves V,rl( 7 Tl = T2). Thus if p(X, 
Y, Z) is the agent being used for propagation and if p(u, W, WI is the current best 
approximation, it checks that VW. 7 p(X, Y, Z) =~(a, W, WI. This built-in delays 
and redelays on the free variables until the goal is a consequence of the current 
constraints, or contradicts them. Thus the goal + VW. 7 p(X, Y, Z) = p(u, W, W) 
delays. However, if X, Y, and Z become instantiated it is awakened. The instanti- 
ated goal VW.7 p(u, b, cl =~(a, W, W> succeeds, but the instantiated goal 
VW. 7 p(u, b, b) =~(a, W, WI fails (because indeed the terms are equal for 
W= b). Now each time an answer to AA, is found, a new best approximation is 
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extracted and it is encoded as a term AC,. If the term AC, is a variant of the 
original propagation agent Ai, the search terminates, producing no new informa- 
tion. otherwise, the disequality V,AA, (7 AA, =AC,) is added as a (delayed) goal, 
and the search restarts. If AC, approximates all the answers to AA,, then the 
search will fail, because all answers will be pruned by the disequality. In this case, 
AC, is indeed the result of propagation on Ai. 
Evaluating Propagation Sequences. In the case of finite domain propagation, the 
procedure for performing propagation on a single constraint is called REVlSE [22]. 
Essentially the evaluation of a propagation sequence for generalized propagation 
can be obtained from the AC-3 algorithm of Ma&worth [21] by replacing REVISE 
with topological branch and bound. A feature of AC-3 is that after propagating on 
a constraint C, C is removed from the list of constraints to be dealt with in the 
current propagation sequence. C is only added to the list again if some of its 
variables are affected by propagation on other constraints. For the correctness of 
AC-3 it is, therefore, necessary that propagation on a single constraint is itself a 
fixpoint operation and, as we showed in Section 3.4, prop(Ai, S) U S =~)Ai, S) is 
already a fixpoint. This condition is not satisfied by relaxed tell [381, which is an 
abstraction of generalized propagation (see Section 5.2). 
Propagation as Consistency Checking. Various alternative approximation lan- 
guages are available in Propia. The more expressive the approximation language, 
the more information is extracted, but the costlier the propagation. One very 
simple approximation language has just two approximation constraints: true and 
false. We call this the consistency approximation language. With this language the 
result of propagation on a constraint is either nothing (in case an answer was 
found) or failure (in case none could be found). The behavior of the crossword 
program with this language is to use each constraint as a continual check on the 
choices made so far. This ensures that no inconsistent choices are made, but that 
no “active” constraint propagation is done. The advantage of using such a trivial 
approximation language is that, in this case, topological branch and bound is very 
effective in optimizing the evaluation of propagation constraints. Suppose a certain 
constraint is being evaluated for propagation. As soon as a single answer is found, 
the current approximation constraint (approximating the answers found so far) 
becomes true. Because true is implied by the current constraint store (because it is 
implied by any constraint store), propagation terminates immediately. 
Clearly, with the trivial approximation language, generalized propagation is 
efficient and economic in its basic operations. Assuming the propagation agents are 
all defined by flat relations, as is the normal assumption for constraint propagation 
problems, then when a set of n variables becomes instantiated during search, it 
suffices to check once each of the agents involving an affected variable. In this 
context the unification problem reduces to a matching problem that has constant 
cost for each tuple checked. Thus the worst case complexity for consistency 
checking is e * d, where e is the number of problem constraints and d is the 
number of tuples defining the largest constraint. However, Propia only checks 
constraints awakened by the newly instantiated variables. In the crossword applica- 
tion (described in the next section), for example, only two constraints are ever 
awakened by the instantiation of a single letter, however big the crossword. Sepia 
offers indexing on all arguments, orders the indices by their effectiveness, and in 
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checking a partially instantiated query it uses the most effective index amongst 
those argument that are instantiated. Of course, the uninstantiated arguments 
cannot cause consistency to be violated. Consequently, for example, an average 
propagation step in the crossword application with a 25,000 word lexicon takes only 
10 ms on a Sun4. 
Consistency checking offers an alternative to intelligent backtracking, in this 
sense. If every user goal is annotated as a propagation constraint, then the 
propagation prevents any further (irrelevant) choices being made if any other goal 
is already unsatisfiable. This is because the failure is detected immediately when 
attempting propagation. 
4. I. GP(Datalog) 
Datalog is logic programming without functions. The basic constraints in Datalog 
are equalities X = c pr X = Y, where c is a constant and X and Y are variables. 
There is no termination problem for Datalog queries, and thus propagation steps 
can always be made to terminate. Moreover, for a propagation agent with n 
variables, each propagation step reduces the number of distinct variables by one 
(either a variable is instantiated to a constant or two variables are unified). 
Consequently, there is a maximum on it propagation steps on each propagation 
agent. A consequence is that far less propagation steps are performed by 
GPWatalog) than would be necessary to enforce arc consistency over a suitable 
domain. Crossword compilation provides evidence for this. 
Crossword Compilation. Crossword compilation is an application of GP 
(Datalog). We now give a toy crossword compilation (see Figure 3) to illustrate a 
GP(DataEog) evaluation. The dictionary is encoded as a set of facts: 
w5(b,r,a,k,e) + w4(b,u,m,p) +w6(b,e,t,t,e,r) + 
w5(b, 1, o, k, e) + w4(p,l, a, y) +-- w6(c, a, n, n, o, n) +- 
wSs,t,e,a,m) +- w4(f,r,e,e) +w6(w,e,a,l,t,h) + 
w5(c, r, e, a, m> + w4(s, t, o,p) +- w6(d, e, a, r, t, h) + 
w5(p, a, t, c, h) + 
w5(p, i, t, c, h) + . 
The problem is posed as the query 
+- constraint w4(A2, A3, A4, A5), 
constraint w6(Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6), 
constraint w5(A2, B2, C2, 02, E2), 
constraint w5(A5, B5, C5, D5, E5). 
Recall that a GP(X) refutation is a sequence of state transitions, where each state 
is a triple (G, A, S) comprising the current goal G, set of propagation agents A, 
and constraint store S. For the foregoing query, the refutation starts with an empty 
set of propagation agents and an empty constraint store. First all the propagation 
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FIGURE 3. A Toy crossword example. 
constraints are moved into the set of propagation agents yielding the new state 
( 8, 
{ w4(A2, A3, A4, A5), 
w6(Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6), 
w5(A2, B2, C2, 02, E2), 
w5(A5, B5, C5, D5, E5) 1, 
a ), 
which has an empty goal, four propagation agents, and an empty constraint store. 
Next propagation is attempted on all the agents (i.e., the blank words). However, 
no new information is elicited. The first agent, corresponding to the blank word 
w4(A2, A3, A4, A5), is then returned to the goal. This time it is no longer a 
propagation constraint, but a user atom. The resulting state is 
( W(A2, A3, A4, A511, 
(w6(Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6), w5(A2, B2, C2, 02, E21, w5(A5, B5, C5, D5, 
E5)), 
B >. 
The atom in the goal is unfolded, using the first clause in its program definition, 
yielding 
( PI, 
{w6(Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6), w5(A2, B2, C2, 02, E21, w5(A5, B5, C5, D5, 
E5)1, 
{A2=b, A3=u, A4=m, A5=p} >. 
Now propagation is attempted again on all the agents. Using A5 =p, propagation 
on w5(p, B5, C5, D5, E5) yields C5 = t A D5 = c A E5 = h. Using C5 = t, propa- 
gation on w6(Cl, C2, C3, C4, t) yields C2 = e A C3 = a A C6 = h. Now propaga- 
tion on w5(b, B2, e, 02, E2) yields false, and the system backtracks to the 
unfolding of w4(A2, A3, A4, A5). 
The choices “play” and “free” are similarly proved inconsistent by propagation, 
so finally the evaluation reaches the state 
( 0, 
(w6(Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C61, w5(A2, 82, C2, 02, E21, w5(A5, B5, C5, D5, 
E5)“IA2= s, A3=t A4=o A5=p}). 7 7 
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Propagation yields, as before, C5 = t A D5 = c A E5 = h A C2 = e A C3 = a A C6 
= h. Now propagation on w5(s, B2, e, 02, E2) yields B2 = t A 02 = a A E2 = m. 
The crossword is completely filled except for three letters. The state is as follows: 
{w~(C~,C~,C~,G$C~,C~), w5(A2, B2,C2,02, E21, w5(A5, B5,C5, D5, E5N, 
{A2=s,A3=t,A4=o,A5=p,B2=t,C2=e,D2=a,E2=m, 
C5=t,D5=c,E5=h,C3=a,C6=h} >. 
The propagation agents are now, one by one, returned to the goal and unfolded. 
The constraint store precludes all choices except ones that lead to a solution. Thus 
the four solutions are found without further backtracking. 
In real crossword grids, with real dictionaries, very little propagation is possible 
until the system starts to guess words that instantiate the second or third letter in 
an intersecting word. In these early stages the calculation of propagation steps 
quickly terminates because the tightest approximation soon becomes true. As the 
crossword fills up, the propagation begins to produce information that ensures no 
bad choices can be made later. At this point propagation sequences begin to grow 
in length, as information extracted from one constraint enables further information 
to be extracted from others. 
To sum up, little work is invested in generalized propagation by the system until 
it actually starts to be useful. Evidence for the naturally good behavior of 
generalized propagation on crossword compilation is this: The preceding crossword 
program is perfectly naive. In fact a meta-program has been written that takes any 
crossword drawn as a grid and generates such a program automatically. Yet 
generalized propagation applied to the resulting program happens to yield a 
crossword compilation algorithm very similar to one developed specially for cross- 
words and described in [ll. On a Sun4 workstation, with a 25,000 word lexicon, a 
crossword grid from the International Herald Tribune can be compiled by Propia in 
90 s. 
Equalities between Variables. For the foregoing crossword application, the only 
useful information concerns values for variables (expressed as an equality between 
a variable and a constant). In this section we shortly demonstrate the usefulness of 
extracting information about equalities between variables. Applications where such 
information is important include those involving Boolean variables, such a circuit 
design, analysis and testing, and propositional satisfiability problems. Such applica- 
tions involve complex Boolean functions describing the behavior of, for example, 
circuit components that are already analyzed. Each such function can be used 
immediately as a propagation constraint. Let us choose the very simple “and-gate”, 
which appeared in Section 1.4, to illustrate the following discussion. Its behavior 
can be described using four clauses: 
undOrue, true, true) + 
andctrue, false, false) + 
and( false, true, false) +- 
and( false, false, false) + . 
The approximation language admits any equality as an atomic approximation 
constraint. In a program where constraint and(X, Y, Z) appears as a goal, the 
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following information can be extracted: 
Constraint Store Information Extracted 
Empty 
X = false 
X=true 
Y = false 
Y=true 
Z=true 
X=Y 
Nothing 
Z = false 
Z=Y 
Z = false 
z=x 
X=true AY=true 
z=x 
Even though Boolean variables have finite (two-element) domains, finite domain 
propagation cannot elicit any information in case, for example, the constraint store 
has X = true. In this case, both Y and Z could take either value true or false. For 
real problems in the applications listed previously, the extraction of information of 
the form Z = Y is essential for performance reasons. To obtain such a behavior on 
these applications in CHIP [31-351 it was necessary to use a form of guarded 
clause called “demons.” The demon clauses defining the and predicate explicitly 
use the constraints in the “Constraint Store” column as guards. Each demon 
remains idle until the current constraint store logically implies its guard. At this 
point the clause is immediately selected and unfolded. However, no choice point 
appears in the evaluation tree: The system commits to the selected demon clause 
and the other clauses are excluded. Expressed using an extended clause syntax, 
with a vertical bar to separate the guard from the clause body, the and demons are 
and( X, Y, Z) + X = false1 Z = false 
and(X, Y, Z) *X= tmelZ = Y 
. . . 
Whilst the demons for and are built-in in CHIP, for complex Boolen functions the 
CHIP programmer is required to generate a set of demons for him/herself. To 
encode a set of demons for a propagation constraint, the programmer must 
consider all cases and generate each demon body by, effectively, performing the 
propagation in their head. Propagation constraints like and can often be encoded 
into demons. However, experiments have shown that the number of distinct 
demons required for even moderately complex Boolean functions can often be over 
10,000. The relationship between generalized propagation and committed choice 
languages will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.3. 
4.2. GP(HU) 
In the last section we examined applications run using Propia that did not use 
functors. In fact all practical Propia programs use functors. We first consider some 
programs that use functors, but whose propagation steps yield only bindings 
between variables and other variables or constants. 
A propositional satisfiability problem is often expressed as a set of clauses 
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The idea is to obtain an assignment of t or f to all the propositional variables so as 
to satisfy every clause. Such a problem can be expressed in logic programming as a 
query: 
4-- pclause([ +X, + Y, - Z I), pcluuse([ -X, - Y I), pclause([ +X, + Zl), * * * 
with the following definition of pcluuse: 
pcluuse([ + t I _ ]> +- 
pcluuse([ -f I _ I) + 
pcfuuse([_ IT]) + p&use(T). 
There is no restriction on the size of a clause, so the list in the argument of pcluuse 
may be arbitrarily long. However, atoms of the form pcluuse(list) can perfectly 
well be used as propagation constraints and used for pruning the search for a 
solution to satisfability problems. For example, propagation on the goal 
pcluuse([ +X]> immediately produces the answer X = t and, similarly, pcluuse([ -Xl) 
produces X =f. Thus generalized propagation immediately assigns values to vari- 
ables appearing in singleton clauses, which is a technique used by specialized 
programs for solving propositional satisfiability problems. 
Given a fixed set of clauses with a fixed bound on the number of variables in a 
clause, it is possible to use CHIPS demons to perform similar propagation. Though 
in this case the “calculation of the best approximation” for each agent and 
constraint store has already been done by the programmer, it is interesting to 
record the Propia when applied to a benchmark of propositional satisfiability 
problems [261, had execution times on the same hardware similar to that obtained 
using CHIPS demons. This reflects the performance of the Sepia engine and the 
efficiency of the topological branch and bound algorithm. 
We now consider what happens when functors appear in the approximation 
constraints. The information extracted remains information about equalities be- 
tween terms. However, the answers to a query may now contain local variables. For 
example, the first answer to the query + me&e&, Y) given the usual definition 
of member, 
member-(X, [XITI) + 
member(X, [HIT]) +- member(X, T), 
is 3T.Y = [lITI. Theoretically we can eliminate such local variables in approxima- 
tion constraints by admitting functions functor(Atom), uriy(Atum), and urg(Posi- 
tion, Atom) as approximation constraints, where functor(f(X, Y )> =f, ari~(f(X, 
Y )) = 2, and urg(l, f(X, Y 1) = X. The preceding answer could now be expressed as 
functor(Y) = dot A u&y(Y) = 2 A u&l, Y) = 1. However, we use a shorthand, 
which is to admit the - symbol in answers. Thus we write Y = (I]_]. 
Using these approximation constraints we wish to show that infinite decreasing 
consistent sequences are finite. For a given depth of function embedding there are 
only finitely many equalities in a given hxed set of free variables that can be used 
to approximate a propagation agent. Subsequently, to achieve a tighter approxima- 
tion it is necessary to use a deeper embedding of functions. An infinite sequence of 
approximations, therefore, will include terms of greater and greater depth. Because 
terms of infinite depth do not denote elements of HU, such infinite sequences 
cannot be consistent (see also Section 3.4). 
In many applications it is of interest to detect the success or failure of 
membership as soon as possible, instead of just using member as a check. Yet even 
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this is a serious problem (see, for example [281X For example, even if the tail of the 
list is known, most control regimes require the check to delay until the head of the 
list either equals or fails to unify with the first argument. Generalized propagation 
can be applied to any member propagation constraint without fear of nontermina- 
tion. The information extracted from “constraint member-CM, [El,. . . , EnlTuiZ])” 
can be summarized as follows. 
l If Tail is empty, then: 
M becomes equal to the most specific generalization of Ml,. . . , Mn, where 
Mi is the most general unifier of A4 and Ei. If none of the Ei unifies with M, 
the result is false. 
Ei becomes equal to the most general unifier of Ei and M if Ei is the only 
element that unifies with M. Otherwise there are no resulting constraints on 
Ei. 
l If Tail is a variable, then: 
There are no resulting constraints on M. 
There are no resulting constraints on any Ei. 
If none of the Ei unifies with M, then Tail = [_I_]. 
The effect of the topological branch and bound in pruning the search for the 
infinite set of answers that return bindings for the tail is essential to ensure 
termination. It is very instructive to try and construct ways of expressing the same 
propagation using guarded clauses! 
Our experience shows that generalized propagation can safely .be used for Horn 
clause programs with function symbols. Moreover, we have been experimenting 
with generalized propagation in a database context, with favorable early results [2]. 
The application to GP(HU) means that generalized propagation can also be 
applied to database relations with compound attribute values. 
5. GENERALIZED PROPAGATION AND OTHER APPROACHES 
There are many overlaps with other work and in this paper it is not possible to 
include a full comparison in ever case. We have tried to consider more closely 
related research that is particularly interesting and influential. However, even in 
the short list considered here, there are many points on which our comparison 
could be greatly expanded. 
5.1. Most Specific Logic Programs 
The instance GP(HU) of generalized propagation extracts information from prop- 
agation constraints, which is precisely the most specific generalization described in 
[24]. In this earlier work, the most specific generalization of a set of possible 
solutions was calculated in advance of execution, so as to transform a program 
statically into one that was more efficient and had other better properties. Various 
algorithms have been proposed for calculating most specific logic programs, some 
using bottom-up evaluation and others breadth-first. 
By contrast, generalized propagation is performed at runtime. This presents new 
challenges because it must be efficiently implemented, and there may be different 
trade-offs between the precision of the approximation language (i.e., the amount of 
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information extracted) and the cost of propagation. The topological branch and 
bound procedure, based on a pruned top-down evaluation, can be efficiently 
implemented and makes practicable the extraction of most specific generalizations, 
or other approximations, at runtime. 
The most specific generalization of a program captures as much information as 
can be captured once, at compile time, and the nothing more is possible. General- 
ized propagation also offers more different possibilities for optimization because 
the flow of information through the program may depend on data supplied at 
runtime. For example, given the propagation agents and(X, Yl, Zl), or(X, Y2, 
Z2), if X is instantiated to t, then propagation yields 22 = t. However, if X is 
instantiated to f, then propagation yields information about Zl instead! Finally 
generalized propagation offers the possibility to interleave propagation and search, 
and a propagation agent may be involved in many different propagation sequences 
during a single derivation. 
5.2. Relaxed Tell 
In [38] an operational semantics for constraint logic programming is introduced 
that offers an operation called relaxed tell. The relaxed tell operation extracts from 
a nonbasic constraint an approximation. The operation requires two functions, a 
relaxation function and an approximation function that depends on the relaxation 
function. 
A relaxation function r maps the constraint store S to an approximation r(S) 
satisfying K S + r(S). CHIP uses such a relaxation function in its treatment of 
arithmetic constraints over finite domains. A finite domain for a variable V, such as 
(1, 2, 4], can be approximated by its endpoints, 1 I VI 4. 
An approximation function ap (given a relaxation function r) maps a nonbasic 
constraint C and a store S to an approximation ap(S, C) satisfying (r(S) A C) + 
ap(S, C). CHIP also uses approximation functions in its treatment of arithmetic 
constraints over finite domains. For example, the linear constraint 1 + 1/l = V2 is 
handled by using the equations to reduce the upper bounds and increase the lower 
bounds of the variable domains so that the equation is satisfied by the new bounds. 
Thus if Vl E (1, 3) and V2 E (2, 3}, the result of approximation on the preceding 
equation is 1 I Vl I 2 and 2 s V2 I 3. 
The requirement on the approximation function in the relaxed tell framework is 
that it must approximate the constraint C, whereas in the framework of general- 
ized propagation the result approximates all the answers to the constraint. This 
difference arises because relaxed tell is designed for nonbasic built-in constraints 
such as arithmetic ones. For generalized propagation any user goal can be anno- 
tated as a constraint. In this case there is a clear definition of an answer to the 
constraint, but the logical semantics of the constraint itself is more difficult to pin 
down. The logical semantics for program clauses does not license any negative 
consequences. However, in this case no pruning information could be extracted 
from propagation constraints! For our purposes it would, therefore, be necessary to 
use some form of minimal model semantics for constraint logic programs, with all 
the restrictions this entails [16]. 
Apart from the restriction to built-in constraints, relaxed tell is an abstraction of 
generalized propagation. The inclusion of a relaxation function makes it strictly 
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more powerful than generalized propagation, whose “relaxation function” is just 
the identity function. The disadvantage of using a relaxation function is that 
propagation on a single constraint cannot be guaranteed to yield a fixpoint. In fact, 
the foregoing example of approximation has this property. If the result of propaga- 
tion is added to the constraint store, the resulting store now has a different 
relaxation 1 < Vl I 1, which enables further useful propagation to be performed 
on the Same constraint. Consequently algorithms that remove a constraint, after one 
propagation, from the active list may no longer produce complete propagation 
sequences.4 
5.3. Guarded Clauses and Concurrent Constraint Logic Programming 
It is not possible in this paper to make a comparison of generalized propagation 
with the different languages in these frameworks. At an abstract level propagation 
constraints can be seen as deterministic processing agents that communicate with 
the constraint store using relaxed tell. More concretely, it is interesting to specify 
precisely what communications take place in terms of ask and tell, and how this 
behavior reflects the declarative semantics of the constraint. 
We can, therefore, attempt to encode the behavior of a propagation constraint 
as a set of definitions using committed choice, guarded clauses. Let us take finite 
domain propagation as an example and use ask XE {C,, . . . ,C,} to ask if the 
current constraint store implies that (X= C,> V **a V (X = CJ, and tell X E 
{C 1,. . . , C,} to tell this formula to the constraint store. For constraint p(X, Y 1, 
where p is defined as 
PO, 2) + 
p(2, 1) + 
p(3, 11 + , 
we could express finite domain propagation thus: 
constraint p(X, Y) + true [tell x E (1, 2, 3}, tell YE {l, 2}, constraint 
pl(X, Y) 
constraint pl(X, Y) + ask X E (2, 3) ltell Y = 1 
constraint pl(X, Y) + ask X = 1 ltell Y= 2 
constraint pl(X, Y > + ask X = 2 ltell Y = 1 
constraint pl(X, Y) +- ask X = 3 ltell Y = 1 
constraint pl(X, Y) + ask Y = 1 Itell X E (2, 3) 
constraint pl(X, Y) t ask Y = 2 ItellX= 1. 
This encoding is similar to that used for the and demons (see Section 4.1). The 
main drawback of using such an encoding is the huge number of clauses necessary 
to capture each interesting propagation. We hypothesise that if conjunctions of 
basic constraints are admitted in the guard, the number of guarded clauses can rise 
exponentially with the number of clauses needed to express the propagation 
constraint. A second drawback of guarded clauses is, paradoxically, their great 
expressive power. For example, it is possible to express the merge operation using 
guarded clauses, although this operation has no logical semantics. In general, it is 
not possible to give a declarative semantics for a set of guarded clauses, and thus it 
4 In CHIP it is therefore sometimes necessary to state constraints twice! 
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is not possible to state the effect of a program except in terms of the operational 
behavior of its clauses. 
There is a “logical subset” of guarded clause programs that have a logical 
semantics. It is possible to state when a set of “logical” guarded clauses is sound 
with respect to a logic program specification as in [36]. However, even for such 
logically sound guarded clauses there remains the question of completeness. There 
seems no simple way to determine when the behavior of a set of clauses is 
equivalent to the behavior of generalized propagation. For example, it is only 
possible to confirm that the encoding of constraintp(X, Y) using guarded clauses 
really does extract all possible propagations in all possible constraint stores by 
performing an exhaustive analysis on constraint stores. The set of interesting 
constraint stores to be analyzed soon grows prohibitively large for nontrivial 
constraints (see also Section 4.1). 
A form of guarded rules with multiple heads is being investigated at ECRC [lOI 
that provides a language for expressing constraint simplification. The results are 
called sirnpliJication rules. In many cases it would be practical to express certain 
interesting propagations as simplification rules. The integration of these simplifica- 
tion rules into our framework would make it possible to encode the results of static 
analysis and partial evaluation of generalized propagation. Consequently, the 
whole range of possibilities on the continuum between compilation and interpreta- 
tion of generalized propagation would be available in one system. 
5.4. Andorra 
A relationship has been often pointed out between David Warren’s Andorra 
principle [41] and the preference for deterministic computation that underlies 
constraint propagation. Based on Warren’s extended Andorra model [42], the 
language AKL has been defined [14]. In this secton we compare generalized 
propagation with AKL. 
Andorra promotes deterministic computations. The control of how hard to work 
to find subcomputations that yield deterministic results has reached a considerable 
degree of sophistication. However, the basic idea is to perform parts of the 
computation locally and if the result is deterministic to make it available globally, 
adding the resulting constraints to the constraint store. This is similar to extracting 
results from propagation constraints. 
In a local computation in Andorra, nothing is thrown away. This is quite 
different from constraint propagation that finds many answers, extracts “common” 
information from them all, and then throws the answers away again. This can in 
practice make constraint propagation more expensive than Andorra’s deterministic 
promotion, but it also makes it possible to extract more information deterministi- 
tally than can be done in Andorra. For example, generalized propagated extracts 
X=fL) from the propagation agent p(X) defined by 
p(f(a)) +- 
p(f(b)) + . 
However, the evaluation of p(X) is not deterministic so no information can be 
extracted in Andorra. 
A second difference has to do with the dependence of information extracted on 
the precise syntax of the program. In Andorra the information that can be 
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extracted from a local computation depends on the precise clausal definitions of 
the goal predicates involved. For example we could record p(X) as 
p(f(Y)) +- 409 
q(a) + 
q(b) + 
to get more information extracted by Andorra from the goal p(X). In constraint 
propagation the information extracted is independent of the program syntax. It 
depends only on the logical semantics of 
propagation has a more abstract behavioral 
tion in Andorra. 
6. CONCLUSION 
the program. Therefore, constraint 
semantics than deterministic promo- 
The same word “constraint” has been used to describe two rather different 
extensions of logic programming. In one extension [CM(X)] “constraints” involve 
interpreted predicates whose interpretation on the underlying domain is prede- 
fined. In the other extension (based on CSP), “constraints” are goals that are used 
not for search but for deterministic reduction of the search space. This paper has 
extracted a more abstract concept, which includes both uses of the word constraint. 
The abstract concept is useful for clarifying our understanding of CLP, but this 
paper has shown that it also yields immediate practical benefits. A generalization 
of propagation has been introduced that integrates the constraint behavior of both 
extensions. This enables techniques of local consistency enforcement from CSP to 
be applied to arbitrary goals in arbitrary CLP(X) programs. The result is called 
GP( X), for “generalized propagation parametrized on the computation domain 
X.” 
Propagation on a goal G in GP(X) requires that the system extracts a con- 
straint approximating all the answers to G. The paper has introduced a generic 
algorithm for generalized propagation that avoids enumerating all the answers to a 
propagation constraint. Instead the retrieval of answers is interleaved with approxi- 
mation steps, so that an approximation to the answers found so far is always 
maintained. This approximation is used to cut branches in the search for an 
answer, in a way similar to branch and bound. Additionally, it is used to cut all the 
remaining branches in the search tree, when the approximation becomes too 
general to be useful. The algorithm was called topological branch and bound, in 
Section 3.7. 
Generalized propagation offers very flexible control via the choice of approxima- 
tion constraints. If only a coarse approximation is offered the topological branch 
and bound drastically prunes the search tree, thus making generalized propagation 
relatively cheap. If a finer approximation is offered, more information is extracted 
from each propagation constraint, enabling the global search to be more reduced. 
An implementation (called Propia) of generalized propagation over the Her- 
brand universe has been described. Experiments with Propia have shown that 
generalized propagation enables problems to be simply stated and efficiently solved 
in a way not possible using either CLP(X) or propagation based on CSP. It has 
been very rewarding to take pure logic programs as specifications and, by simply 
annotating certain goals as propagation constraints, to achieve an efficient imple- 
mentation. A very important feature of the resulting programs is their guaranteed 
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correctness with respect to their specification. This can be contrasted with the 
encoding of the same problems using demons (a special form of guarded clause), 
which cannot be validated against the specification because they have no declara- 
tive semantics. 
As to the future, further implementations of generalized propagation are being 
developed for new computation domains, thus expanding the range of problems 
that can be naturally expressed as GP(X) programs. We are also investigating the 
notion of propagation constraints as concurrent processing agents. In this view, 
generalized propagation is an interesting special case of concurrent constraint logic 
programming in which the operational semantics can be dramatically simplified 
(and for which there is always an equivalent declarative semantics). Finally, partial 
evaluation of GP(HU) is already under investigation at ECRC, with the results 
expressed in the form of demons. With the integration of simplification rules into 
our system (see Section 5.3), the potential for optimization of GP(X) programs 
can be fully explored. 
This paper has benefited from discussions with many researchers both inside and outside of ECRC. We 
particularly wish to thank AndrC Veron for his extensive implementation work and experimentation on 
generalized propagation in the Elipsys system. We also thank the reviewers for perceptive and helpful 
comments. Andrei Voronkov gave important feedback on the final draft. Our collaborators in the CHIC 
Esprit project (No. 52911 have also helped sharpen our ideas. Finally thanks to all the CORE team at 
ECRC and to Alexander Herold, for reading many drafts of papers on generalized propagation and 
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